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Setting Up Your 
New DISQUS Campaign

*If you run into any issues along the way, the first step is to clear your cookies and refresh your 
browser. If the problem persists, contact your Account Manager
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Our team suggests that you update/refresh 
your content every 30 days. If this is not done 
on a regular basis, your chances of staying 
competitive are dramatically decreased.
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To use the “Fetch” feature, simply copy the 
URL (not a click tracker) of the desired content 
into the section and select “Fetch”.

Include an 
image, title, and 
summary for 
your creative

If you are uploading a video campaign, be sure to 
include your URL as well as the kind of Tag you are 
using. VAST Tag or Embedded iFrame work best on 
the DISQUS Network

When your 
creative is 
ready, click 
“Add”

Once you have uploaded 
your desired creatives, 
“Continue” to the next step.

(Finished Product)
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What do you want your campaign to be 
called? Make sure each campaign has a 
unique name so you can differentiate 
them when pulling reports

If you have multiple accounts you are 
representing, you can create campaigns 
specific to that client

What company name do you want to 
be displayed within the ad unit?
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We recommend RON to start. You can do that by 
either toggling the ON/OFF switch, or by select 
ing all categories. Alternatively, you can select a 
minimum of three (3) categories.

Include a start date for your campaign. Note 
that time within Polymorph is in UTC, so keep 
that in mind when setting a time. If you are 
planning to set daily click/impression limits, 
you must include an end date.
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Choose between CPC, CPM, or 
CPV (cost per video view). 

Set your click/impression 
count to total or daily. If it 
is set to daily, you are 
setting a limit on how 
many times the ad can 
serve in a 24hr period

Choose your delivery speed. If you are 
running a CPC campaign, you should set 
this to “As fast as possible” in order to get 
the most accurate representation of 
campaign performance
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Click on the pencil to see the 
drop-down portion of the creative

If you are using a click tracker, you do not need to 
have a URL in the “Destination URL” placement. 
Simply add the tracker with the included macros and 
you’re good to go

Include macros (found on the next slide) to get more 
granular reporting.

A conversion pixel can be found at the bottom of each campaign 
page. This can be implemented to track conversions on a 
campaign-wide level.
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Supported Macros
[PAGE-URL] - Page URL of the ad request
[PAGE-DOMAIN] - Top-level-domain of the page of the ad request
[REFERRER-URL] - Referrer URL if any
[PLACEMENT-ID] - AdsNative placement ID of the ad request
[RANDOM] : Random integer value used for cache-busting
[TIMESTAMP] : UTC epoch timestamp (in milliseconds)
[UNIQUE] : 16-digit unique integer identifier
[SESSION-ID] : AdsNative specific Session ID for a particular ad response. Used especially in case of custom 
actions and conversion tracking.
[IDFA] : Unique ad identifier on iOS devices
[GAID] : Unique ad identifier on Android devices
[IP] : IP Address
[UA] : User agent

EXAMPLE HTML
<img src="https://www.tracker.com?time=[TIMESTAMP]&cache=[RANDOM]">

Note: Macros are always in square brackets [ ] and are always uppercase. So [Timestamp] or TIMESTAMP will 
not work.
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Real-time 
Reporting
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To get to campaign reporting, click the bar 
graph on the toolbar at the top of your 
dashboard

Choose a date range for specific reporting

To block an underperforming 
publisher, simply click “block”, 
located under the placement ID


